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Preface
Intended audience
This document is intended for users of SimpliVity OmniStack products who want to install, manage, and
monitor their hyperconverged IT infrastructure. This information is intended for system administrators
experienced in hypervisor technology, virtual machine management, and data center operations.

SimpliVity documentation conventions
SimpliVity documentation uses the following conventions to assist your reading.

General formatting

Monospace font represents a command line syntax, file path, system output, or similar code.

Italic font represents a user-defined name or variable.

Bold font represents a user interface element, such as a button or tab, with which a user interacts.

Command Line formatting

SimpliVity documentation uses the following format for CLI commands:

            command --option variable

where

■ command is the name of the command and should be typed exactly as shown.

■ --option is a command option and should be typed exactly as shown.

■ variable is an option variable and should be replaced with the required value.

Informational Alerts

WARNING:

Alerts you to the risk of bodily injury, damage to hardware or software, loss of warranty, or loss
of data.

Caution:

Alerts you to the risk of data unavailability or possible issues with regard to security,
performance, or configuration.
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Note:

Indicates information that is supplemental or that may require additional attention.

Tip:

Provides helpful information such as best practices.

SimpliVity documentation feedback
We welcome your feedback, suggestions, and comments to help us continue to improve the quality of
our documentation.

Send your comments to Documentation-Feedback@SimpliVity.com and include as much detail as
possible to help us identify the affected area.

Reading path
SimpliVity provides a comprehensive documentation set for this release of the RapidDR software. The
following reading path lists the documentation for this release.

Learn about this RapidDR release.

Document Description

SimpliVity RapidDR Release Notes

760-000181 Rev A

Explains new features, fixed issues, and known
issues in this release.

Read this document first.

Note that the information in these Release Notes
may supersede information in other publications in
this documentation set.

Install and use RapidDR software.

Document Description

SimpliVity RapidDR Guide

760-000180 Rev A

Explains the installation and usage steps for
RapidDR software.

mailto:Documentation-Feedback@SimpliVity.com
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SimpliVity RapidDR Release Notes
This document contains important product information and restrictions for RapidDR Software from
SimpliVity Corporation.

New in this release
This version of RapidDR software adds these features.

OmniStack version compatibility

For information on the compatibility of RapidDR with OmniStack software, refer to the SimpliVity
RapidDR OmniStack Interoperability Guide on the SimpliVity Customer Support site at https://
support.simplivity.com.

Enhanced User Interface

The RapidDR user interface has a better flow for new features and planned features. This provides a
more streamlined experience for configuring, testing, and executing recovery configurations.

Test Configuration

The user interface for creating and modifying recovery configurations now includes sections for
configuring additional settings, which allow for test execution of a recovery configuration.

Test Execution

RapidDR now provides the ability to “test” a recovery configuration by running through the configuration
while bringing up the virtual machines in an isolated network to prevent them from communicating
with the production systems. This lets you simulate a real-world failover and validate the success of a
RapidDR recovery configuration.

Multi-queue Execution

The execution flow during a recovery configurations has been split into two distinct queues to increase
the speed of failover operations.

■ Queue 1 performs the actions that do not require a waiting for a virtual machine to be ready before
proceeding. Those actions include: restore from a backup, placement in inventory, and port group
configuration. Queue 1 walks through the configured list of virtual machines in serial fashion, without
waiting for Queue 2 to complete the configuration of virtual machines.

■ Queue 2 performs actions that require a virtual machine to be ready before proceeding. Those
actions include: power on, guest customization scripts, and guest network configuration. Queue
2 proceeds in the same fashion as previous versions, as long as a virtual machine has been

https://support.simplivity.com
https://support.simplivity.com
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processed by Queue 1, and processes one virtual machine at a time, waiting for the virtual machine
to finish configuring before proceeding to the next.

This new multi-queue execution results in a 15–50% reduction in recovery time during failover.

Runbook Creation

RapidDR now provides the option to output a comprehensive runbook as the final step in the
configuration process. This runbook includes the details for both automated and manual failover of the
environment and includes details about the configuration and the environment settings. This runbook
can be used by less technical staff to implement a failover of the environment in a more informed
fashion.

Enhanced Error Handling

Error handling now lets you retry the recovery of any virtual machine that failed during the recovery
process without having to re-run a failover. You can resolve issues outside of RapidDR and then retry
failed actions. This significantly enhances the resolution of errors and cuts down on administrative
overhead due to error conditions. Along with the new error handling mechanisms RapidDR now
includes more verbose error messages, with some error messages including suggested resolution
steps.

Resolved issues
The following issues have been resolved in this release.

DHCP may not be configurable for subsequent vNICs
If DHCP is enabled at the recovery group level, virtual machines with more than one virtual NIC, you
may not be able to set DHCP on additional NICs.
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General restrictions and known issues
The following general restrictions and known issues apply in this release.

Incorrect error stating duplicate virtual machine names.
When configuring a large number (>100) of virtual machines into a recovery group, you may encounter
an error that there are duplicate virtual machine names.

Resolution

Reduce the number of virtual machines in a single recovery group by dividing the virtual machines
across multiple recovery groups.

Deleted VNICs may still be listed in the networking
settings page
If, after creating a recovery configuration, you remove a virtual NIC from a virtual machine that virtual
NIC may continue to show in the virtual machine's recovery settings.

Resolution

Remove the virtual machine from the recovery configuration, save the configuration, and then add the
virtual machine again.
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